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World Fuel Services Launches New Tankering Calculator 
myWorld Tankering leverages network data and analytics to help flight operators minimize 

overall fuel costs 
 

NEWS SUMMARY 

• myWorld Tankering – a new calculator that automates tankering calculations over multi-leg trips 
to help optimize fueling  – launched today at NBAA-BACE 2022  

• myWorld Tankering provides a detailed savings report and clear direction on where to uplift so 
flight operators can focus on lowering overall trip costs 

• With features like maps, analytics, and reporting, users have complete transparency into how to 
save on the entire trip 

 
 

October 18, 2022 – HOUSTON – World Fuel Services (World Fuel) announces myWorld Tankering, a new 

tool that automates tankering calculations to help flight operators optimize fueling over multi-leg trips. 

myWorld Tankering provides a detailed savings report giving the user clear direction on where to uplift 

so they can focus on lowering their overall trip cost. 

“myWorld Tankering is just one example of how World Fuel leverages our global network to provide 

customers with the tools they need to run their operation at the highest level,” said Malcolm Hawkins, 

senior vice president, business aviation global sales, World Fuel Services. “We are committed to utilizing 

our unique global position, technology expertise and data insights to help our customers accomplish 

their missions. ”  

myWorld Tankering was built based on World Fuel’s fueling experience over millions of flights and 

decades of data. Considering variables like fuel price, ramp fees, performance metrics and fuel burn, 

myWorld Tankering tests millions of variations per trip, providing the most precise calculation based on 
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input parameters. Customers can enter or upload their trip data from leading scheduling software 

platforms and calculate tankering for up to six locations in under 10 seconds. To further streamline the 

process, myWorld Tankering allows users to order fuel directly within the tool. With features like maps, 

analytics and reporting, users have complete transparency into how to save on the entire trip. 

“Developing tools like myWorld Tankering provides pilots and flight departments with the resources 

they need to help minimize overall fuel cost,” said myWorld Tankering developer, Andrew 

Macchiaverna, senior director, global yield management, World Fuel Services. 

NBAA-BACE attendees can learn more about myWorld Tankering at the World Fuel Services booth, 

#4800, October 18-20, 2022, at the Orange County Convention Center. More information is available at 

aviation.wfscorp.com/myworld-tankering.   

*** 

 

About World Fuel Services 

Headquartered in Miami, Florida, World Fuel Services is a global energy management company involved 

in providing supply fulfillment, energy procurement advisory services, and transaction and payment 

management solutions to commercial and industrial customers worldwide. World Fuel Services sells and 

delivers liquid fuels, natural gas, electricity, renewable energy, and other sustainability solutions to its 

clients at more than 8,000 locations in more than 200 countries and territories through its Marine, 

Aviation, and World Kinect Energy Services divisions. For more information, visit www.wfscorp.com or 

www.world-kinect.com. 
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